This paper proposes design catalogs as an efficient systematic process for identifying and evaluating improved designs in engineering systems by exploiting ideas of flexibility. Standard design and evaluation approaches typically do not cope well with a range of possible operating conditions. They often simplify considerations of uncertainty, which may lead to designs that do not perform as well as those responding dynamically to changing conditions. The proposed process addresses the complexity of the design problem under uncertainty, recognizing that it is impossible to analyze all possible combinations of evolutions, and the flexible ways in which the system could adapt over time. The process creates a small subset of designs that collectively perform well over a range of scenarios. It bundles representative scenarios and their flexible responses to enable a more thorough analysis that accounts explicitly for uncertainty -and enable considerations of improved designs. Each element consists of combinations of design variables, parameters, and management decision rules carefully selected, and referred as operating plans. In the example analysis, the process improves economic performance by 37% as compared to standard methods in an infrastructure system case study, while exploring only 3% of the design space. It reaches 88% of the stochastically optimal solution while being 183 times faster computationally in the example numerical study. The systematic property aims for practical applications in industry. In each phase, it gives the freedom to rely on the designer's expertise with the system, or to consider analytical tools already in use at the design organization. Best use of facilities; development of more facilities Realized net present value, rate of return, etc. Many possibilities Many possibilities Many possibilities Many possibilities
Introduction
Engineering systems are characterized by a high degree of technical complexity, social intricacy, and elaborate processes aimed at fulfilling important functions in society [ESD, 2011] . Given they are long-lived, they face much uncertainty at strategic, tactical, and operational levels. Infrastructure systems are a particular class of engineering systems that serve an important role in any modern city, supporting emergency services (e.g. ambulance stations, hospitals), power generation and distribution (e.g. power plants and national grid), telecommunications (e.g. cell phone network), transportation (e.g. airports, roads, bridges, highways), and housing activities (e.g. real estate developments). Infrastructure systems are the focus of this paper.
The early phase of design decision-making for engineering systems is a daunting task. Fig. 1 illustrates various phases of the standard design and evaluation process. Those are typically considered of the conceptual design and architecture activities occurring in the system development phase, before a more detailed design phase in systems engineering [INCOSE, 2015] . It starts from an initial design, then recognizes the main uncertainty drivers affecting lifecycle performance, recognizes that managers will adjust the system over time in an effort to accommodate changing conditions, and relies on various metrics to assess economic (e.g. net present value or NPV) and/or non-economic performance (e.g. response time for emergency services). Such process involves modeling and optimization of basic infrastructure designs (e.g. plants, networks, etc.) considering several possible design alternatives in phase 1, and considerations of uncertainty scenarios (e.g. market demand, price, regulations) over long-term horizons in phase 2. There can be many architectures and operating modes possible (e.g. number and size of plants, routing of vehicles on road network, etc.), as recognized in phase 3. The system can also be evaluated based on many lifecycle performance metrics (e.g. internal rate of return (IRR), NPV, return on investment (ROI), etc.) as captured in phase 4. Analyzing the full problem is typically intractable, as all possible design combinations and alternatives cannot be analyzed exhaustively. uncertainty drivers, flexibility decision rules 3 ) need to be introduced in the analytical problem, which increases computational complexity. Standard approaches to value flexibility based on real options analysis (ROA) may not be suitable for such problem in an engineering setting, as discussed below.
The problem addressed in this paper is that the analysis of performance of an engineering system under uncertainty is not easy, and may even be intractable from an analytical standpoint if many design variables and scenarios are considered. Consideration of flexibility to adapt to changing conditions exacerbates this problem.
Hence, there is a need to develop and evaluate a new practical approach to facilitate this analysis in an engineering setting.
The main research question addressed here is: "What structured process can be devised to enable an extended analysis of the design of engineering systems with explicit considerations of uncertainty and flexibility, while improving lifecycle performance and being tractable analytically as compared to standard design and evaluation approaches?" A secondary question is: "What is the lifecycle performance improvement brought by the proposed mechanism when applied to the analysis of an example engineering system, and how does it compare to other competing methods?"
Proposed Solution
The proposed solution relies on the concept of design catalog. The catalog consists of a set of operating plans bundling flexible design architectures and managerial responses intended to suit relevant uncertainty patterns designers might wish to anticipate. An operating plan is therefore a combination of design variables, parameters, and flexible decision rules to manage the infrastructure system in operations, and over its lifecycle. One flexible operating plan is created to suit each scenario, thereby creating the catalog. In the evaluation phase, a wide range of uncertainty scenarios is simulated, and one operating plan may be assigned to each scenario to determine how the system will perform. Lifecycle performance is then measured along different metrics (e.g. ROI, NPV, IRR)
to accommodate different risk profiles in decision-making.
Illustrating the concept using a hypothetical example based on the 25 de Abril bridge case, an operating plan could have been to design an initial number of lanes with the possibility to expand in the future -as done by the system architect(s). To account for flexibility decision rules, the bridge capacity could have been expanded when vehicle usage exceeded a particular decision-making threshold T for several consecutive years. Different capacity usage scenarios could have been considered upfront (e.g. low, medium, high) and a contingency or operating plan could have been devised depending on how this uncertainty driver evolves, changing the timing and size of the expansion based on the actual scenario occurring. Such plans could have been used in the upfront evaluation of the design project.
This design catalog proposed here is devised by selecting a set of operating plans or models that together deal reasonably well over a certain range of uncertainty scenarios. This speeds up the analysis for the most relevant plans, allows analysts to consider more design alternatives, and enables uncovering better design solutions with improved lifecycle performance without relying on more advanced methods based on stochastic programming or simulation-based optimization. The proposed solution suggests a middle ground between the simplest set of assumptions typically made in design and evaluation, and the full analytical problem depicted Fig. 1 . It focuses on uncertainty sources that are known to system designers and can be characterized probabilistically (e.g. market demand, prices, regulatory changes, etc.) It relies on a range of possible scenarios small enough to be manageable analytically, but broad enough to enable better-informed design decisions. The aim is to provide a practical approach leading analysts to rapid lifecycle performance improvements by explicit considerations of flexibility, while limiting the computational overhead associated with a more advanced analysis.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a review of related work highlights previous efforts to generate and value flexibility in engineering systems design. Section 3 explains the process of constructing and evaluating the design catalog. Section 4 presents an example application of the proposed process in the analysis of an example infrastructure system. It also compares with other advanced methods based on simulation-based optimization. Results, findings, validity, and limitations of the results are discussed in Section 5, together with possible avenues for future work, followed by conclusions in Section 6.
Related Work

Valuing Flexibility in Engineering Design
Enabling flexibility in engineering design essentially involves five phases: 1) standard/baseline design, 2) uncertainty recognition, 3) concept generation, 4) design space exploration, and 5) process management [Cardin, 2014] . Several procedures exist to support architecture and design activities in each phase. In phase 1, This section summarizes the latest efforts to develop practical approaches to value flexibility in engineering systems design (i.e. focusing on phase 4 from above). Interested readers will find more details on each procedure, as well as an analysis of their individual strengths and weaknesses in Cardin [2014] . The evaluation effort involves two streams. The first stream focuses on developing techniques for valuing flexibility in an engineering context. Traditionally, flexibility has been valued using ROA techniques inspired from financial options analysis. ROA relies on the Black-Scholes formula [Black and Scholes, 1973] , binomial lattice [Cox, Ross and Rubinstein, 1979] , ordinary differential equations, and/or dynamic programming techniques [Trigeorgis, 1996] . Such techniques, however, are based on assumptions that may not hold in an engineering context. For example, ROA based on arbitrage-enforced pricing assumes that markets of comparable tradable assets exist, are complete, and frictionless. This enables constructing a replicating portfolio that hedges perfectly the cash flows produced by the asset, and helps to quantify the value of flexibility. Such markets and ideal conditions may not exist for new engineering projects. Also, the path independence assumption inherent to recombining binomial lattice may not reflect well the realities of a new engineering project. An up-down movement in demand or price, for instance, may lead to a different sequence of engineering decisions (e.g.
build, not build) than for a down-up movement over two periods.
More recently, novel techniques relaxing the constraints imposed by economic theory have been proposed to suit the needs of flexibility analysis in engineering design. These involve mainly decision analysis, lattice analysis, and Monte Carlo simulation [Cardin, 2014] . Decision analysis and lattice analysis are simplified versions of standard ROA techniques relying on dynamic programming. Monte Carlo simulation as proposed by de Neufville and Scholtes [2011] exploits the idea of decision rule, which departs significantly from traditional methods to value flexibility, and is crucial to the approach proposed here.
The concept of decision rule defines a trigger point or mechanism at which time it is appropriate to exercise a given flexibility. It simulates an appropriate decision taken by the system operator or manager at any point in time to adapt the system to changing conditions. Such rule is typically based on the observation or forecast of an uncertainty driver to which the system is called to react. In the example of the 25 
Computationally Efficient Techniques
Contributions
An novel approach must be devised to enable practical and efficient analysis of uncertainty and flexibility in the The process detailed in the next section introduces a practical approach to expand treatment of the analytical problem described in Fig. 1 . It relies on a simulation approach to flexibility valuation, which may be more intuitive to systems engineers and practitioners since it relies on an extension of existing techniques for project evaluation and design. It is more suitable for an engineering setting because it does not depend on several of the economic assumptions inherent to standard ROA. The process relies on a computationally efficient algorithm for exploring the design space systematically, and does not require advanced optimization and stochastic programming techniques. It enables the creation of a design catalog consisting of several operating plans that adjust the response based on uncertainty realizations. It enables the analyst to consider uncertainty and flexibility explicitly, while not requiring use of more advanced mathematical techniques as necessary to conduct standard ROA. Fig. 2 summarizes the proposed catalog-based process, which consists of five steps that build upon and extend the process described in Fig. 1: 1 ) develop a basic model of the system for measuring lifecycle performance, 2)
Design Catalog Process
find representative uncertainty scenarios affecting lifecycle performance most, 3) identify and generate potential sources of flexibility in design and management, 4) find the most appropriate flexible operating plan for each scenario and construct the design catalog, and 5) assess lifecycle performance and compare with the baseline design under uncertainty. In the description below, popular techniques used in industry and academic circles are suggested. This choice, however, ultimately rests with the organization implementing the process. The goal of step 1 is to develop a basic model to measure the lifecycle performance of the system under different scenarios. This step takes as input an engineering systems design problem, and outputs a performance model, alongside identified uncertainty driver(s) that is (are) most likely to affect lifecycle performance. In industry, DCF analysis is typically used to assess expected economic performance, but other modeling techniques can be used, like agent-based modeling, queuing, computer-aided design, discrete event simulations, etc. The choice of modeling approach depends on the nature of the system, the complexity, the types of measurements necessary, and the approach already in use at the organization. The strengths and limitations of each procedure are discussed in details in [Cardin, 2014] , which help provide guidance on the appropriate procedures to choose, depending on the system and analytical context...
The goal of step 4 is to construct the design catalog. The input(s) is (are) the flexible systems design concept(s) of interest and augmented performance model, and the output is a catalog of operating plans. The preferred flexible operating plan is found for each representative scenario to model managers' ability to change operating plan as uncertainty unfolds. Each plan also models a possible flexibility strategy exploited within a given scenario. Thus, flexibility is exploited at two levels in the proposed framework: the ability to change between operating plans combined with the ability to adapt within a given operating plan. This step is similar conceptually to a discretization step often done in solving stochastic programs.
Several mechanisms can be used in step 4 to construct the catalog. The choice of algorithm depends on the nature of the design problem (e.g. discrete vs. continuous variables, linear vs. non-linear objective function, deterministic vs. stochastic). One can rely on DOE techniques such as full or fractional factorial analysis, parameter studies, one-at-a-time, latin hypercubes, or orthogonal arrays to sample the design space systematically for each operating plan [Box, Hunter and Hunter, 1978] . Meta-heuristics optimization algorithms can be used, such as genetic algorithms [Holland, 1975] , simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick, Gelatt and Vecchi, 1983] , and particle swarm optimization [Kennedy and Eberhard, 1995] . Linear programming, mixed integer programming, barrier methods, and/or sequential quadratic programming can also be used [Gill, Murray and Wright, 1986 ]. The consequences of using different algorithms may affect the quality of the solution, and/or the level of computations needed. The texts referenced provide guidance on the best algorithm to use, depending on time, problem type, and resources available to the analyst.
The goal of step 5 is to compare the results obtained using the catalog with those obtained for the basic model in step 1, to measure the improvement brought by the design catalog -if any -as compared with standard design and evaluation. This step takes as input the design catalog, and outputs a preferred set of value-enhancing flexible design(s) and catalog to be considered for the detailed analysis phase of the systems engineering process. This is done by simulating a wide range of uncertainty scenarios, assigning one operating plan to each scenario, and measuring the system performance under each plan/scenario. This step is similar to out-of-sample testing performed in stochastic programming, provided that the samples are generated from the same process or model used to generate the representative scenarios in step 2. Different performance comparisons can be made.
To determine the value of flexibility both in using the catalog and the flexible operating plans, the analysis with and without the catalog can be conducted. Outcome distributions can be compared to determine how flexibility affects the proposed designs (i.e. does it protect from downside conditions, helps capitalize on upside opportunities, both?). Multi-criteria evaluation helps comparing the design alternatives or catalogs using different evaluation metric (e.g. mean performance, 5 th or 95 th percentile, etc.) to accommodate different risk profiles in decision-making.
Application
This section demonstrates how to apply the five-step process in the analysis of an example infrastructure system.
The objectives are to address the research questions by demonstrating that the process:
1) Works for a real-world system;
2) Improves and recognizes additional value through explicit recognition of uncertainty and flexibility;
3) Provides better solutions compared to a baseline design that is typically more rigid (i.e. inflexible)
representing the outcome of standard design and evaluation practice, and; 4) Reduces computational overhead significantly as compared to a full exhaustive analysis relying on simulation-based optimization.
Example Study: Infrastructure System
The case study is inspired from the development of a vertical multi-level parking garage built beside the Bluewater commercial center near London in the United Kingdom. This real infrastructure development project was launched to accommodate the parking needs of potential new customers and visitors to the mall. Since the growth in potential customers/visitors was unknown, the system designers and architects embedded flexibility in the system to accommodate extra floors and capacity, thereby providing more parking spaces in case more customers visited the mall than originally planned. de Neufville et al.
[2006] used this case example to show that this strategy was worthwhile. They showed that a flexible design could create additional economic value in the face of uncertain demand growth, as opposed to a system designed with best -or stochastically optimal -fixed capacity.
In this paper, the modeling assumptions are similar to those used by de Neufville and Scholtes [2011] , who developed a case example based on the Bluewater commercial center. There and in [de Neufville, Scholtes and , the authors introduced the notion of a decision rule as a way to value flexibility. The authors only explored the value associated to one decision rule, however, and did not explore other combinations of decision rules and design variables, or determined the optimal parameters characterizing such rules. Application of the design catalog technique shown next enables a more thorough exploration of the design space, and demonstrates value improvement as compared to the baseline analysis based on this case study example.
Step 1: Basic Model Development
Application of the catalog approach starts from the development of a basic quantitative model enabling lifecycle performance assessment of design alternatives. Here, an economic DCF model is used, inspired from the data reported in de Neufville and Scholtes [2011] , and summarized in Appendix (Table 11 ). NPV is the objective function (O) for measuring performance of different alternatives. The model implements the following relationships between the design variables (DV), design parameters (DP), and constraints (C): columns to support expansion, as described below), and the cost of leasing land c l . The total construction cost is cc 0 = n 0 f 0 c c for the first two floors, and then grows at rate g c = 10% for all floors above. Equation 6 shows that total cost C t includes recurring operating cost k t c r , land leasing cost c l , and expansion cost c e . Cost c c is measured based on the growth in construction cost g C times the number of additional parking space built at time t.
Deterministic demand for parking space D t in year t is identified as the main uncertainty driver in this system. 
Step 2: Finding Representative Uncertainty Scenarios
This step finds a representative set of scenarios for the major uncertainty sources affecting lifecycle performance. Five scenarios are identified using the process inspired from scenario planning techniques [Schoemaker, 1995] -see Appendix. Through personal communications with system experts, such process is used to a) define the scope of the problem (i.e. develop a parking garage infrastructure), b) identify major stakeholders (i.e. users, owners), c) identify basic trends (e.g. growing uncertain demand for parking space), d)
identify key uncertainties (i.e. parking space demand), e) construct initial scenario themes (e.g. slow growth followed by rapid growth, rapid growth followed by slow growth, etc.), f) develop quantitative models (i.e.
Equations 1-8), and h) evolve towards decision-making (i.e. used NPV as basis for decision-making).
Discussions with system experts led to a characterization of representative demand scenarios captured in Table   1 . The resulting scenarios are modeled as variations of the deterministic scenario in Equation 7 . In characterizing the main scenario themes, it was decided that five scenario categories would span the space of possible demand scenarios adequately. This assumption may be changed, as discussed in Section 4.2. Initial growth over the first five years is taken as the main criterion for categorizing different scenarios. Years 1-5 are crucial to development and profitability, as demand will taper off to an asymptotical value in year 20. Fig. 3 . The percentage increase over five years is calculated for each representative scenario. The mid-values provide a breaking point to assign demand scenarios to each category. For instance, scenarios with growth above mid-value 123% in years 1 to 5 are assigned to category 1, while scenarios with growth less than 38% are assigned to category 5. The approach for doing this is not unique, and may change depending on the design problem, analysts, and input assumptions. 
Step 3: Identify/Generate Flexibility in Systems Design and Management
This step uses the prompting procedure from Cardin et al.
[2013] to identify and generate flexible systems design concepts, which is available online as supplementary material to the paper. The procedure consists of a series of short questions to elicit the concepts through interactive discussions with system experts. It induces designers to identify relevant flexibility strategies, enablers, and decision rules, in light of the representative uncertainty drivers and scenarios identified in step 2.
The major opportunity for flexibility identified in this system is the ability to expand capacity as needed, in line Decision rule dr specifies for how many consecutive years demand must be higher than installed capacity to allow expansion. For example, dr = 1 means that demand will be observed for just one year prior to the decision -which is suitable for more aggressive and risk-seeking decision-makers. If it is higher than installed capacity, expansion will occur, if not capacity will remain the same. Design variable f t determines how many floors are added at each expansion phase.
All decision rules are applied at the end of every year, and provide alternatives to suit risk-averse, risk-neutral, and risk-seeking decision-making profiles. They do not, however, represent all possible rules that exist for this design problem exhaustively. These are subject to the system expert elicitation process, and may vary from one application to another. These are used to demonstrate the catalog process and the ensuing analysis once feasible flexibility strategies and decision rules are elicited. Table 2 summarizes the flexible decision rules and design variables -also referred as factor -elicited in this application. 
Step 4: Construct the Design Catalog
In this application, the fractional factorial DOE technique called adaptive One-Factor-At-a-Time (aOFAT) [Frey and Wang, 2006 ] is used to explore the design space. The approach starts from a baseline configuration, and measures the response using the quantitative model. One of the factor levels is toggled to another level, and another measurement is made. If the objective function (i.e. NPV) is improved, the change is kept, and the analysis moves on to another factor and/or level. If there is no improvement, the change is discarded, and another design point is explored. The algorithm goes in sequence until all factors levels are explored once.
aOFAT reduces the number of search iterations tremendously, while still reaching a good solution. In a design space with n factors with 2-levels each, aOFAT reduces the number of experiments from 2 n to n + 1, while still reaching on average about 83% of the optimal response [Frey and Wang, 2006 ]. For n factors with m levels, the number of possible combinations is m n , each factor being explored m -1 times, and therefore n(m -1) + 1 combinations are explored. Instead of facing a design space growing exponentially in n and m, designers need only to explore a number of combinations growing as a multiplicative function of n and m. This reduces the computational overhead significantly. While no study exists to guarantee the global optimality of the solutions, using aOFAT helps consider a wider and more representative range of solutions that can improve the baseline response -since by definition aOFAT progresses through the design space based on response improvement, unless the baseline response is already the best combination -while reducing computational overhead. The process for representative scenario 1 in Fig. 3 is summarized in Table 3 . The initial design and exploration sequence are selected randomly. The baseline operating plan corresponds to This operating plan states that if demand grows very fast in early years, capacity expansion should not be allowed because it is more profitable to have as many floors installed initially as possible. NPV is insensitive to choices in flexible decision rules, because most of the capacity is already installed. A similar approach is used to generate a flexible operating plan for each of the five representative scenarios, each offering slower demand growth in the first few years. This leads to the design catalog summarized in Table 4 . To better visualize an operating plan, Fig. 4 shows the typical capacity deployment occurring under operating plan 4. Such plan will be applied in phase 5 of the process whenever a given scenario is associated to representative scenario 4. It is associated to design vector [a 1-4 , a 9-12 , a [17] [18] [19] [20] , dr, f t , f 0 ] = [Yes, yes, No, 1, 2, 4]. 
Step 5: Evaluate the Lifecycle Performance of the Catalog
This step takes the catalog of operating plans constructed in step 4 and simulates the ability of the system operator to choose between different flexible operating plans, based on Monte Carlo simulations. Equation 7 is modified to account for the stochastic nature of demand, and to perform out-of-sample testing: In Equation 8, D t is calculated as before, although now D 1 , additional demand by year 10, and additional demand by final year are random variables sampled from a uniform distribution with values ± 50% off the initial projection. Inter-annual demand growth g t is modeled using Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM): g t = g p dt + σdW t √dt, where g p = D t /D t-1 -1 is the projected inter-annual demand growth obtained using the stochastic version of the demand model, dt = 1 year time increment, σ = 15% is the assumed volatility of demand. Variable dW t is the Wiener process, in this case sampled from a uniform distribution U ~(-1, 1) instead of a normal distribution for faster computations.
Using the stochastic demand model, the rigid design (f 0 * = 6) gives rise to an average NPV (or expected NPV, ENPV) ENPV inflex. = $8.0 million under 2,000 demand scenarios. This design is also the stochastic optimal design (i.e. maximizing ENPV), and therefore the baseline rigid design for this study. 7 shows the cumulative distribution functions -also referred as target curves -for the stochastic optimal inflexible baseline design with six floors, and using the design catalog approach. The target curve resulting from the catalog approach dominates the one from the inflexible 6-floor design. The resulting distribution of operating plan assignments is shown in Fig. 8 . Table 5 summarizes the results according to different evaluation criteria: ENPV, 5 th percentile (P5) or value at risk, P95 or value at gain, standard deviation, expected initial investment, and expected value of flexibility. The goal of reporting different evaluation metrics is to accommodate different risk profiles in decision-making. For example, a risk-averse decision-maker may prefer Table 5 does not include all possible performance metrics, but provides guidance to suit a range of decision-making profiles. The results in Table 5 show that the design catalog approach produces better results on almost all criteria. The expected value increase provided by flexibility and recognized via the design catalog approach is calculated as E[V Catalog ] = ENPV Catalog -ENPV Inflexible = $2.9 million. This is a 37% improvement compared to the stochastic optimal inflexible baseline design with six floors. The main advantage of the inflexible design is to provide a tighter distribution of outcomes, shown by a slightly lower standard deviation. 
Sensitivity Studies
This section evaluates critically the process in steps 2, 4, and 5 under different sets of assumptions. In step 1, a sensitivity analysis can be done on the main economic and engineering parameters, but it is of limited interest given that the focus is on understanding how the construction and evaluation change under different assumptions. In step 3, other sources of flexibility could be analyzed, but this does not add to the scope of the paper, which aims at introducing the catalog process, and demonstrating how to apply it. Abandonment, staged capacity deployment, and switching real options have been analyzed in similar applications of the process in mining and real estate problems [Cardin, de Neufville, Geltner and Deng, 2013, Cardin, de Neufville and Kazakidis, 2008] showing that the process can handle the analysis of other flexible systems design concepts, and for different infrastructure systems.
Step 2: Finding Representative Uncertainty Scenarios
The scenario planning technique may lead to different numbers and forms of representative scenarios, depending on users, context, and organization. Choosing such scenarios is critical as it influences the design catalog, and ultimately the results. Additional analyses are conducted using k = 2, 3, and 4 representative scenarios out of n = 5 available scenarios. The combinations shown in Table 6 were randomly selected, since there are C(n, k) possible combinations for each set, and it is impossible to show here all possible results. The same mid-values from Table 1 were used to assign a demand scenario to an operating plan. Results show that using fewer operating plans still improves value without the need to perform an exhaustive flexibility analysis.
Here, a catalog consisting of four operating plans (OP) -namely OP 2-5 -provides the best overall results. 
Step 4: Construct the Design Catalog
The results above are obtained using aOFAT. This is not the only suitable mechanism to construct the catalog.
Two additional catalogs are constructed using a) an evolutionary optimization algorithm, and b) using full factorial analysis to explore the design space for each representative scenario. Table 7 shows design catalog II using an evolutionary optimization algorithm in Excel® for Mac 2011 version 14.1.4. This one differs from the one obtained with aOFAT, but is similar to the one obtained using full exhaustive search described next. aOFAT can offer myopic results in some cases, due to the local nature of the search algorithm. Table 9 compares the results obtained with the different catalogs under different performance metrics taken individually (i.e. not as a multi-criteria function). They show a) that the catalog approach generates better value compared to the inflexible baseline design solution no matter what the search process is, and b) expectedly the full factorial search leads to the best results for most criteria. 
Step 5: Evaluate the Lifecycle Performance of the Catalog
A fair comparison of the results obtained here with those generated using existing techniques in the literature is challenging. This is because a design catalog accounts for managerial flexibility in two ways. First, it recognizes managers' ability to change operating plan as needed. Second, it recognizes the flexibility to adapt within a given operating plan. Most of existing research only provides ways to identify the stochastic optimal flexible design alternative. For instance, Yang [2009] and Lin et al. [2013] found the flexible design solution that optimizes ENPV, or other performance metrics like P5, P95, etc. Although in both studies the solution is optimal, it represents only one operating plan, which is applied consistently throughout the system lifecycle.
The solutions identified here are nonetheless compared along two dimensions. The first comparison is to determine whether the catalog approach improves the expected lifecycle performance of the system as compared to the best inflexible benchmark design -also addressing the secondary research question. This is a fair comparison, because the stated goal of the process is to improve system performance as compared to the benchmark -and not necessarily to guarantee stochastic optimality. Indeed, Table 5-6 and Table 9- Table 10 . seconds on average. This is nearly 183 times faster than the stochastic optimization analysis described above.
The stochastic optimization is tractable in this application for demonstration purposes, and to understand the properties of the catalog process. Such optimization will most likely not be tractable in applications where a high-fidelity model is used, as often done in the mining and/or oil and gas industries, or if a more complex system with more design variables, uncertainty sources, and decision rules is analyzed. In these industries, models take routinely several hours if not several days to find a single optimal operating plan to one sub-reservoir capacity, fluid flow physics, and economic evaluation, requiring days to optimize one design configuration. Mining companies use high-fidelity resource allocation models also taking several days to construct a single optimal plan for exploiting the mine. While it is true that decision-makers may well afford many days of computations to support multi-million and billion dollar decisions, there are cases where the computational problem is simply too prohibitive or plainly intractable to perform, and/or situations requiring faster progress to the more detailed phase of the design process. The procedure proposed here is adding to the designer's toolkit, depending on the situation they face, and the time/resources available for the analysis.
In cases where a high-fidelity model is used, the design catalog approach combined with aOFAT can be particularly useful. It only requires analyzing a few design configurations, representing sizeable savings in terms of computational time and analytical resources. Out-of-sample evaluation using the process described in step 5
can then be done inexpensively to determine how the proposed catalog fares as compared to other solutions, without the need to explore the entire design space.
Discussion
The analysis above answers the main research question, since application of the proposed five-step process is shown successfully to analyze flexibility in the design of an infrastructure system operating under uncertainty.
The second research question is addressed because the process is shown to improve lifecycle performance as compared to the outcome of standard design and evaluation methods. The process also has valuable properties as compared to existing techniques based on stochastic optimization and DOE, and for practical uses.
First, the catalog process improves the expected lifecycle performance compared to a stochastically optimal inflexible baseline design obtained via standard evaluation practice. It recognizes in the evaluation process that operators will adapt intelligently to different scenarios during operations. Such flexibility has value that can be considered explicitly in early evaluation and design phases, and embedded physically in the design. Otherwise, design alternatives offering less performance may be selected and implemented.
Steps 2-3 of the process help stimulate creativity and insights on how to recognize and generate additional value from flexibility. Steps 4-5 help measure such expected performance improvement, building upon the performance model developed in step 1. Value improvement stems from the ability to reduce downside losses when demand is not growing fast enough, by reducing initial investment, and by avoiding unnecessary capacity deployment when it does not grow rapidly enough. It also stems from the ability to change operating plan as exogenous conditions change. This approach positions the system to capture more value from upside opportunities, and reduce the impact from downside events. It is also suitable for evaluation based on different performance metrics (e.g. P5, P95, etc.)
Second, the proposed process provides a systematic approach to analyze uncertainty and flexibility in early design decision-making phases that a) does not rely on traditional ROA techniques -and therefore is not limited by their implicit assumptions -and b) relies on standard deterministic optimization techniques while still accounting for uncertainty via Monte Carlo simulation. The approach reduces computational burden without the need to rely on more advanced stochastic optimization techniques, while still reaching a good solution.
Third, the approach provides a solution that is easy to manage, implement, and builds upon what is currently done in practice. The following illustrates how the catalog technique could be used to manage the example system. First, demand is projected at t = 0 for years 1-5, and the initial development and management is based on the corresponding operating plan in Table 4 The proposed process has several properties that make it useful for practical applications. It is generic and systematic, so designers and decision-makers can apply it to analyze different system problems. In phase 1, analysts can choose the modeling technique to measure the system performance based on the suggestions provided, or the approach already in use at the organization. In phase 2, several techniques are suggested to identify representative scenarios so that users can identify those that are most significant to the system at hand.
Such choice may also rely solely on the analyst's expertise and experience with the system, without the need to use more formal methods. Phase 3 relies specifically on such expertise, and on the analyst's creativity with the system. It provides the necessary structure to "think out of the box", and consider other solutions that may not normally be considered through standard and project evaluation processes by explicit consideration of flexibility. In phase 4, several quantitative techniques can be used to explore the design space. The main idea is to construct the catalog so that the system provides a good response in adaptation to different uncertainty realizations. This can even be done manually, if analysts know of a better outcome or solution, without the need for a systematic search. The creative ideas from phase 3 are really put to test via quantitative evaluation of the design catalog in phase 5. This is important to discriminate between different possible solutions, and to identify those that are more likely to enhance performance and value.
Limitations and Results Validity
This section discusses the limitations of the proposed process, and the validity of the results. In phase 1, the validity of the valuation results to assist in the decision-making process relies heavily on the ability of the model to capture essential performance tradeoffs. Validation of the numerical results, however, is challenging due to the typically long lifecycle of complex engineering systems. To this end, the DCF modeling approach captures best practices in finance and large-scale engineering firms to assess the future economic performance of investment projects. In phase 2, results can be affected greatly by the choice of representative scenarios and uncertainty drivers. Designers must use caution in their analysis of uncertainty, and be modest in the number of drivers/scenarios they can consider and their ability to characterize uncertainty. Choosing different scenarios and categorization parameters may lead to significantly different results and recommendations. Thus, this initial study sets a research agenda to improve the method of finding representative scenarios. The work on scenario planning, probability elicitation techniques, and case-based reasoning provide good directions for further developments [Morgan and Henrion, 1990 , Helmer-Hirschberg, 1967 , Schoemaker, 1995 , Reich and Kapeliuk, 2004 ]. In step 3, only capacity expansion was analyzed for demonstration purposes, but more flexibility sources can be studied. Although out of scope for the present paper, validating the process on the analysis of a more complex system, accounting for more design variables and decision rules, is needed. A similar approach was used to support a consulting case in mining operations [Cardin, de Neufville and Kazakidis, 2008] . The focus of the study was on the results, however, as opposed to the methodology, which is the focus of this paper. Such application in mining provides further support to the view that the process is applicable in the real world,
although an example study in parking infrastructure was used here to illustrate the overall approach. Thus, another opportunity for future extension of the work is to thoroughly study the application process of the proposed method in practice, and share the experience and insights gained by the system managers and analysts.
In step 4, the results obtained using aOFAT were compared to those obtained using an evolutionary algorithm, and full factorial analysis. While aOFAT found a good solution, it did not find the global optimum for each representative scenario, which is an important limitation. Additional work is needed to compare other optimization and space sampling techniques to construct the catalog. Also, it is unclear how the operating plans can be constructed for iso-performance analysis, or when the objective is not necessarily to optimize performance under each representative scenario. In step 5, comparison with stochastic optimization showed that the catalog approach does not generate as much value as the global optimal configuration. While this is expected, the loss in value is explained by the fact that simulated demand scenarios are categorized based on a quick and efficient criterion (i.e. 5-year growth) that may not be the best, and may lead to sub-optimal classification if demand evolves differently over the following years. Also, while finding the global optimum was possible in this study, it may not be possible when optimizing the system using a high-fidelity model. More studies should apply the technique in a context where it may not be possible to find the global optimum, as a way to demonstrate general applicability in industry.
Here, a 37% improvement in expected lifecycle performance was observed compared to the best inflexible benchmark design, while exploring less than 3% of the design space for each representative scenario. The design catalog generated using aOFAT reached nearly 91% of the ENPV obtained by the catalog constructed using full factorial analysis, and 88% compared to the preferred stochastic solution for the flexible design. The design catalog approach reached the preferred solution 183 times faster than stochastic optimization in terms of computational runtime. The fact that the catalog approach generated improvements with so little computations shows that it has good potential for designers having limited time and analytical resources, or not having the resources to conduct more advanced real options and/or stochastic optimization analyses.
The 
Conclusion
This paper presents a novel process to improve current systems design and evaluation practice that often relies on simplifying assumptions regarding the main uncertainty drivers affecting lifecycle performance in engineering systems. The proposed process bundles a set of representative uncertainty scenarios obtained using probability elicitation and scenario planning techniques within a design catalog consisting of key operating plans. Each operating plan provides an appropriate flexible response to a representative uncertainty scenario.
This enables recognizing upfront intelligent managerial decisions in design and management, stemming from the flexibility embedded early in the system design, without relying on more advanced real options and stochastic programming techniques. It alleviates computational challenges typically related to such extended design and evaluation analysis.
The catalog approach was applied to the analysis of an example infrastructure system, a particular class of engineering system. It shows 37% improvements in expected lifecycle performance compared to the baseline design developed from standard design and evaluation practice. The analysis explores less than 3% of the design space, representing significant economies in terms of computational runtime and analytical resources, while reaching 88-91% of the response obtained with full factorial and stochastic optimization methods. Even though the process is promising, more work is needed to fully validate its use across different systems and industries. 
Appendix
Modeling Data
Procedure for generating representative scenarios
This process is inspired from scenario-planning by Schoemaker [1995 
